s. coNcLUsIoNs
The first half of this dissertation focuses on earlier approaches to grammar and
some of the key concepts that are commonly used to this day. From taditional
grammar originate the terms transitivit¿n, subject and object that are used to account
for verb classification and to describe a variety of grammatical phenomena includ-

ing discourse considerations. These basic concepts, although defined differently,
are employed also in structuralist and Chomskyan frameworks. A fundamental
problem, however, is that this inventory of concepts is biased towards IndoEuropean languages. A comparison of English, Korean, and Chinese showed that
the notions do not appear to be equally significant in the three languages. Another
difFrculty was how to define these key concepts in the fi¡st place. In each language
they also seem to vary greatly in thei¡ significance.
Chapter 3 demonstrates that tra¡rsitivity, no matter how it is defined, does not
constitute an adequaæ basis for verb classification in either Korean or Chinese.
Transitivity does not explain case marking phenomena, it is not ¡elated to grarnrnatical processes like the passive, and does not coincide with a major distinction in
verbal behavior. A more ft¡ndamental distinction in Korean and Chinese is the one
between ordinary verbs and adjectival verbs. But even the two classifications combined do not suffice to answer questions conceming verbal behaviour.

The grammatical relations subject and object are problematic in both of the
East-Asian languages. ln Korean, the¡e is no suaighdorwa¡d correlation between
case marking and grammatical relations. The nominative case is used also for other
purposes than ma¡king subjects. Similarly, the accusative case can be atached to
NPs ttrat do not seem to be objects. Moreover, there can be simultaneously more
than one nominative or accusative NP in the clause. Grammatical tests, like passivization, fail to sort out the marking phenomena In Chinese, which does not use case

it is diffrcult to fi¡rd any kind of syntactic criteria for defining what
constitutes ttre subject of a clause. Objects are equally difñcult to pin down.
Compared to English, Chinese exhibits a stronger tendency to Eeat a range of
marking,

complements in a way that resembles subjects and direct objects. One of the difficulties, therefore, when applying traditional Westem grammæical relations to EastAsian languages is the lack of criteria: How can one discover what constitutes the
notions of subject and object in these languages? Another problem is rhar graÍurrat-
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ical relations alone cannot account for sentence stn¡cture. A distinct notion of topic
is needed to describe the so-called double-subject (topic-comment) sentences. These
cannot be easily accommodated in any of the approaches discussed in Chapter 3.
A further problem in ea¡lier approaches is that they do not recognize that structures and marking phenomena simultaneously play more than one role. On the one

hand, they serve to indicaæ relationships between elements within clauses; on the
other, they are signals that help to anticipate the overall stn¡ctue of the whole text

it unfolds clause by clause, sentence by sentence. In general, the models discussed in Chapter 3 do not address questions like: What is the monitored concept
in discourse and what are the mechanisms for clarifying paÍicipant reference? ln
as

English the traditional concept of subject can handle this fairly well as tacing back
in discourse goes from subject to subject. In Korean this concept fails to explain the
mechanism for antecedent identification. In Chinese topic rather than subject seems
to be the crr¡cial notion.
Besides formal models, Chapter 3 also discusses case grammar, that is, a
semantic theory of verbs and their argrrments. Compared to taditional and early
Chomskyan approaches, case grammar can better capture va¡ious senses of a given
verb. It also contains a simple system of derivation that provides an understanding

of some of the crucial meaning components that account for differences in ve¡bal
behavior. Yet case grammar does not penetrate deep enough into predicate semantics and, hence, can only make a part of ttre relevant distinctions. Another problem
is that the criæria are not clear enough and leave room for arbitrary decisions. As
case grammar is not a full grammar, discourse-level considerations are out of its
scoPe.

ln short, earlier approaches to grarnma¡ seem to account fairly well for grammatical phenomena in English, but fail to do so in Korean and in Chinese. To solve
the kinds of problems raised in the first hall the second half of the dissertation is
devoted to Role and Reference Gramma¡. The model is chosen because it is functional, comprehensive, data-oriented, and has been developed with the explicit goal
of providing a framework field linguists could use to write gramma¡s. P¡edicate
classification, grammatical relations, and participant reference in discou¡se in Korean and in Chinese are studied from the RRG perspective.
The analysis is based on texts simulating the type of sioation a field linguist
faces when sfudying a perhaps little known language. One of the first tasks, therefore, is to break sentences into clauses and to cha¡t them. An imporønt aid is a
tape recording of the texts. Helpful in Korean, the role of phonology is crucial in
C-trinese, a language that seems to rely on it heavily both for discourse stn¡cturing
as well as for sentence- and clause-internal structuring.
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Making clause breaks proved to be problematic both in Korean and in Chinese. The main reasons a¡e the frequent use

of zero pronouns and the tendency to

verb chaining. In Korean the analyst needs to decide whether a clause-final verb
chain without NPs is a complex predicate or an instance of minimal clauses. In
Chinese tlre lack of conjunctions or other explicit markers raises the question of
the relationship between the conjoined parts. The RRG theory of juncture helps to
sort out these problems. Clause breaks are made where there is a clausal juncture,
whereas core or nuclearjunctures do not warrant a clause break.

The RRG system of predicate classification is based on semantic decomposition. This provides a basis for fine-graded distinctions in predicate meaning.
The Aktionsart classificæion gives an undenønding of the verb's syntactic behavior and combinatory properties. The basic classes are states, activities, achievements, and accomplishments (nvo different types). Each of these classes can have a
causative counterpart. The logical stn¡ctures account for further differences within
one and the same group. It is, for example, possible to distinguish between different

types

of stâtes, such as locuive

states, attributive states,

or

states expressing

ln Korean, the logical

sEuctures can account for the difference between
the so-called descriptive verbs and action verbs. ln Chinese, it tumed out that there

emotions.

two types of achievements. Besides accomplishments that go back to
either a state or an activþ, achievements in Chinese appear to have these two
options too. The predicates in question a¡e so-called resultative compounds where
seem to be

the second verb is punctual (achievement). As verb compounds and punctual verbs
seem to be common in the East-Asian languages, the

two types of achievements

might be present also in other languages in the same language area.
For a field worker who is not a native speaker of the target language, one of
the benefits of RRG a¡e the criæria for predicate classification. There is a set of tests
that, conducted with a mother-tongue speaker, reveal the Aktionsart of a particular
verb. This is important as languages may differ in what a¡e the meaning components entailed by a given verb. A number of verbs which a¡e du¡ative in English,
are punctual in Korean or in Chinese. Consequently, also the combinatory properties of these "equivalent" verbs a¡e different in the languages. A problem wittr ttre
tests, however, was that only half of ttre predicates yielded completely straightforward results. One reason could be that ttre tests need further language-specific
adaptations. ln Korean, there were problems with the tests aimed at revealing static
and dynamic predicates. In Chinese, accomplishments a¡e known as a group that
does not yield the expected answers. The problem was attested in my data too.
The theory of grammatical relæions in RRG is rather different in from ea¡lier
approaches. The semantic characteristics of subjert and object are handled with the
concepts of core argument and the two macroroles, actor and undergoer. The
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surface marking of them is accounted for by the distinction between direct and
oblique core Írguments. This solves many of the marking-related problems discussed in the fi¡st half of the study, such as accusatively ma¡ked NPs in Korean
which are not semantic undergoers, or sentence-initial NPs in Chinese which a¡e
not subjects. The approach also settles the issue of transitivity which can be defined
in terms of the number of macroroles a verb takes.
The theory provides criteria for distinguishing berween semantic, grammatical,
pragmatic
relations. The Korea¡ dat¿ illustrates a language where some conand
structions a¡e semantically constrained whereas olhers are syntactically contrained.
Chinese, in contrast, seems to rely on pragmatic relations. As the theory does not
assume that every language necessarily has grammatical relations, it gives a betær
starting point for studying the crucial in a given language.
The RRG theory also contai¡s a characærization of basic reference tracking
mechanisms that a¡e commonly found in the world's languages. One language can
employ more than one of the systems. Korean was found to use, at least partially, a
switch-¡eference type of system. It also appears to monitor the semantic macroroles.
An additional device is honorific agreement. In Chinese, tacing bac.k in discou¡se
seems to go back to topics and, outside the theme line, to a focal NP.

A discussion on topics is based on the RRG theory of the layered stn¡cture of
the clause. The clause consists of a core and a periphery. A language may also have
extra core slots. The precofe slot is outside the core but within the clause, while the
leftdeøched position is outside the clause but witlrin the sentence. Both Korean
and Chinese a¡e found to have these extra core slots. My trearnent of the extra core
slots, however, differs somewhat from previous RRG analyses. I do not assume
that an NP is moved to the leftdeøched position simply by virnre of being the
topic. This is because such an analysis runs into problems when a topic has one or
more elements on its left side. The syntactic charts did not give evidence ttrat a topic
necessarily moves anywhere from its normal position. Nor, in most cases, did the
phonological analysis indicate a break between ttre topic and ttre rest of the clause.

In topic-comment stn¡cnrres, where the core argument posiúons a¡e all filled, the
topic is assumed to be in the precore slot unless there is clea¡ evidence that it has
moved to the leftdetached position. This analysis accounts for the data and is in
harmony with synøctic and phonological evidence. In contrast, assuming tlrat
topics move by default leads to

a

number of complications.

The examination of RRG as applied to East-Asian languages is concluded with
notes on Japanese. The section gives a brief comparison of Korean and Japanese
and the applicability

of the approach in Japanese.More evidence was found for

an

of the precore slot and the leftdetached position i¡ terms thæ a¡e somewhat different from previous RRG accounts on Japanese and Korean.
analysis
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In coaclusion, Role and RsÞrcnæ Crantmar could acoount for most of üe
kinds of problems raisêd in the first half of ttre diss€rtation It also provides meû¡s
for organizing one's ongoing rcsea¡ch into a language. Thcre were, however, ptoblems in $ornealÊas, especially in adapting the æsts or oonducting ütÊ tcsts in practioe. MorewsrkistÏæreforecalledforinthea¡eaof fr[tlÌerdeveloping methods for
using

itin fieldworlc.

